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		Love your bank. Love your rates.
3 MONTH CD 4.00%APY*
6 MONTH CD 4.25%APY*
9 MONTH CD 4.50%APY*
12 MONTH CD 5.00%APY*
*Annual Percentage Yield (APY) on balances of $25,000 and above as of 11/1/2023


More InformationAll Deposit Rates
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	More to love. Small Business Loan experts that will help achieve your business goals.
Quick, local decision-making and processing from people who live right here locally in our communities.


More Information
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	More to love. A bank that picks up your deposits.
Leave the deposits and driving to us. We’ll come pick them up.


More Information
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	Identity Theft Awareness
Identity theft can take many forms. It could be someone opening a credit card or utility account in your name, or someone using your information to get a loan or a job or medical care. And it can happen to anyone. Learn how to protect yourself.


More Information
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	Maximize your FDIC Insurance
CDARS (the Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service) is a safe cash management solution that enables access to FDIC insurance beyond $250,000 on large deposits placed into time deposit accounts ranging in terms from 4 weeks up to 3 years, while working directly with our bank.


PersonalBusiness
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	October is Cybersecurity Awareness Month
We can all collaborate to build a safer, more trusted digital world! Learn some simple actions we should all take not only during October, but every day throughout the year.  


Click for Safe
 Practices and 
ResourcesCybersecurity Infrastructure Security Agency
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	Maximize your FDIC Insurance
CDARS (the Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service) is a safe cash management solution that enables access to FDIC insurance beyond $250,000 on large deposits placed into time deposit accounts ranging in terms from 4 weeks up to 3 years, while working directly with our bank.
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Flexibility
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Customized Offerings
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Low Fees
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Local
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Love your bank




You deserve a bank you can trust, that has your best interests at heart, who will work to make your life easier.



Talk to a Bank Expert


Mobile Branch



Remote Deposit Capture



Keeping It Local




Convenient ATM Access



SBA Loans
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Free Secure Access Anywhere!




Online Banking

 Enter your Login ID: 

Login →

Enroll Now Forgot Password?
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Mobile Banking
We’re wherever you want us to be.






You’ve got too many deadlines to make time to go to the bank. That’s why we come to you. Our mobile banking isn’t just an app –it’s the Mountain Pacific Bank Mobile Branch, a staff member arrives at your business to take care of your banking needs.



Learn more about Mobile Branch
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Free ATMs
Every ATM is Your ATM






Hate ATM fees? Us, too. That’s why we make all ATMs yours. We reimburse you for every ATM fee charged by other banks up to $30 per month



Learn more about Free ATMs








Merchant Services
Accept credit cards without the worry of paying too much in fees.






Eliminate the headaches, hassles, and hidden fees associated with accepting credit cards. We make the process simple. Competitive rates with a bank that’s working for your best interest.



Learn more about Merchant Services
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Never worry about your bank again




Are you paying too much in fees? Do you understand all the small print in your credit card contract? Can you get the loans you need to grow your business? Do you even know the answers to these questions?

We’ve got you covered. We negotiate competitive fees. We read the small print so you don’t have to. We create customized loans for your business so that you can focus on running it.











Banking should be simple!




As a small business owner, you need to focus on your day to day commitments–not running errands to the bank. We’re here to make banking as simple as possible. From customized loans to mobile branches that come to your office, we’re working to make your life easier. We also know that a personal representative for your business saves you time. We make sure you have one contact for all your banking needs.




Contact Us





Customized plan 
(where we come to you!)





Implement the plan





Love Your Bank
Talk to a Bank Expert










As a long time Mountain Pacific Bank business customer, we greatly enjoy our relationship with Mountain Pacific Bank! They respond to our requests with a “can-do” attitude and with a smile. Their mobile branch is incredibly helpful and picks up our deposits daily. Their knowledge and sophisticated staff are easily capable of handling complicated transactions in a prompt and efficient manner. They provide us with the needed services which allow our law firm to have the confidence in knowing our client’s needs are being fulfilled and protected. Thank you to all of the great people at Mountain Pacific Bank!
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Richard BeresfordBeresford Booth PLLC  http://beresfordlaw.com–beresfordlaw.com




We have been working with Mountain Pacific Bank on financing of construction of our new flagship store, Bedrooms & More, in Wallingford. We have found them to be excellent to work with on this project and managing our accounts. A fairly large constructions project in the middle of a building boom has required flexibility and creativity. Mountain Pacific Bank and its people have been excellent to work with throughout.
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Jeff & Wanda GarfieldBedrooms & More




The University Village Grease Monkey #984 has had a banking relationship with Mountain Pacific Bank since 2013.  Mountain Pacific has provided our business with merchant services and lines of credit which has given us the flexibility to remodel the building and grow our business. The Grease Monkey has seen growth each of its first four years achieving over a million dollars in sales in 2018. We intend for the business to see growth each year and are grateful for the relationship with Mountain Pacific which will help us achieve that growth. They are old school banking putting the customer first.
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Mike MooreUniversity Village Grease Monkey #984




I knew I needed a strong, locally-based partner to grow my business & execute our expansion phases. The team at Mountain Pacific Bank have been an incredible resource and dedicated partner.
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John LundinFounder of Bluewater Organic Distilling
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Testimonials
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We’re here to be partners and advisors, not just a place to deposit your checks.




Mountain Pacific Bank, CEO Mark Duffy and a group of local business leaders started Mountain Pacific Bank in 2005. We created a bank that is truly local: committed to investing in our community, is locally owned and locally managed. When you deposit your money with us, it’s not invested in hedge funds or foreign governments. It stays right here in our community, through loans to businesses and individuals.

READ MORE
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Don’t tolerate your bank, love it.
Stop worrying if your bank is a good fit. Know that your bank has got you covered.






Online Banking

Talk to a Bank Expert
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	Mountain Pacific Bank is a local community bank focused on serving the business banking needs of professionals and small businesses in King, Skagit, and Snohomish Counties, as well as the personal banking needs of business owners, their employees and our neighbors in the community. Our mobile banking isn't just an app, it's a staff member that shows up at your door. Stop worrying if your bank is a good fit. Know that you're covered. Love your bank.


READ MORE ABOUT MOUNTAIN PACIFIC BANK

NMLS#: 895781

	Facebook
	Linkedin
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Important Notice: Beware of Phone Number Spoofing Scams




Dear Valued Customer,




We wanted to notify you of a serious and concerning issue that the Bank was made aware of today. It has come to our attention that there have been instances of scammers spoofing our phone number to extract sensitive account information in an attempt to defraud our customers. We take safeguarding the security and privacy of our customers very seriously, so we are notifying you of this potential scam and to let you know we are taking the necessary steps to prevent further activity.




If you receive a call that appears to be coming from our phone number but seems suspicious or asks for personal information, we urge you to exercise caution. Please do not provide any sensitive information over the phone or any login details. The Bank will never ask you for you login information.




If you have any doubts about the authenticity of a call purportedly from us, we advise you to hang up immediately and contact your local branch directly using the official contact information available on our website or on your account statements.




Your safety and security are our top priorities, and we appreciate your cooperation in helping us combat these attempted scam activities. If you have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.




Thank you for your attention to this matter.
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